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Data and Metadata

The concept of data and metadata can be at  times unclear 

● Data is a collection of information, such as observations, measurements, 
computations of models etc…

○ It can be used to analyze trends and patterns, to extract and visualize actual values of 
variables  

● Metadata, on the other hands, is data about the data, i.e. they extensively 
provide description about the data they are attached to

○ It gives the necessary context to the user to be able to access, understand and use the data 
correctly

○ Several types of metadata can and should be used to describe the data



Types of metadata

ACDD



What is in a metadata standard?

● A metadata standard is made up of defined elements, including the type of 
information the user should enter (e.g. text, numbers, date).

● Examples of elements include Title, Abstract, Keyword, Online Link

● Multiple standard exists and they are linked to the type of metadata they 
address and the communities they target

● Terminology for the same concepts may vary across standards (values of 
mapping)



Adopting standards

● Most projects (rightly so) focus on the content of their data files, you need to 
consider the format as well.

● Since you captured or created the data, and stored them in your own files, 
you know

○ how the data are organized,
○ how to read them,
○ how to use them,
○ characteristics of the data that could constrain their use.

● The goal of a good (meta)data format is to make it easier for others to read 
the data too.

● Many hours have gone into developing standards for formats – try to learn 
from them.



Why using community standards?

● If you try to develop your data format from scratch, you will forget something.
● Build on the experience and improvements built into the community standards 

over years of use.
● Tools and analysis software natively support reading community standard 

data.
● Reduce development effort and support reuse.
● Positive feedback – they are more likely to be adopted by others.



Why using community standards?

● Consider your archive:
○ Do they have any recommendations?

● Consider your users:
○ Who wants this data? Why do they want it?
○ What do they want to do with it?
○ Will they be using your data in concert with other data?

● Consider heritage:
○ What worked well for similar data in the past?
○ What could be done better for newly created data?

● Consider tools:
○ Try to use data formats supported by the software you intend to use it with.



Filling in Metadata Standards

I need to fill in a metadata element about:

Dataset Production Status: Describes the production status of the data set regarding its completeness.

What should I put in there?

Metadata file:
 
<Title>The title of the dataset</Title>
<Abstract> This dataset collects…</Abstract>
<Dataset_Production_Status>XXX</Dataset_Production_Status>
<Start_Date>2020-01-20</Start_Date>
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Filling in Metadata Standards

I need to fill in a metadata element about:

Dataset Production Status: Describes the production status of the data set regarding its completeness.

They will all pass and we are left with unmanageable information 
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Data provider A can use: 
“Not ready yet” 
“Done” 
“Still acquiring data”
“Continuously updating” 
“???”

Data provider B can use:
“Not finished”
“Finished and stored”
“unknown”
“Not started yet” 
“See www.mydataset.com” 



Controlled vocabulary

controlled vocabularies are a source of authoritative terms to be entered for values of certain elements
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Label Description

Planned Refers to data sets to be collected in the future and are thus unavailable at the
present time. 

In Work Refers to data sets currently undergoing production or data that is continuously 
being collected or updated.

Complete Refers to data sets in which no updates or further data collection will be made.

Obsolete A new version of the dataset has been generated. The new version should be 
used, this is kept for back tracing.



Controlled vocabulary

controlled vocabularies are a source of authoritative terms to be entered for values of certain elements
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Label Description

Planned Refers to data sets to be collected in the future and are thus unavailable at the
present time. 

In Work Refers to data sets currently undergoing production or data that is continuously 
being collected or updated.

Complete Refers to data sets in which no updates or further data collection will be made.

Obsolete A new version of the dataset has been generated. The new version should be 
used, this is kept for back tracing.

 
<Title>The title of the dataset</Title>
<Abstract> This dataset collects…</Abstract>
<Dataset_Production_Status>Complete</Dataset_Production_Status>
<Start_Date>2020-01-20</Start_Date>



Mapping between standards

Std A Std B

My dataset is 
“onGoing”

My dataset it 
“Active”

Only through the use of standards, 
understanding both languages is possible.



Profiles

Some standards can have different profiles, i.e. a generic standard is adapted to 
specific requirements of a community, leading to a specific profile of that standard. 

A specific element of a standard can be within a profile:

● from optional to mandatory attributes
● from a string to a controlled vocabulary
● from a controlled vocabulary to a subset of it 
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Discovery Metadata - ACDD Convention
When encoding data as 
netCDF/CF is good practise to 
include discovery metadata in the 
file using the Attribute Convention 
for dataset Discovery (ACDD). 
Discovery metadata will then be 
directly connected to the data 
themselves and can be extracted 
for ingestion in the searchable 
catalogue.

http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Attribute_Convention_for_Data_Discovery_1-3
http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Attribute_Convention_for_Data_Discovery_1-3


Use Metadata - Climate and Forecast (CF) convention

For proper interpretation of data
● Standardised naming of 

variables
● Units of variables

○ date ISO8601
● Encoding of missing values



Site Metadata - WIGOS WMO Integrated Global Observing System

# Category Description

1 Observed variable Specifies the basic characteristics of the observed variable and the resulting 
datasets.

2 Purpose of observation Specifies the main application area(s) of the observation and the observing 
programme(s) and networks the observation is affiliated to.

3 Station/platform Specifies the environmental monitoring facility, including fixed station, moving 
equipment or remote sensing platform, at which the observation is made.

4 Environment Describes the geographical environment within which the observation is made. 
It also provides an unstructured element for additional meta-information that is 
considered relevant for adequate use of the data and that is not captured 
anywhere else in this standard.

5 Instruments and methods of 
observation

Specifies the method of observation and describes characteristics of the 
instrument(s) used to make the observation. If multiple instruments are used to 
generate the observation, then this category should be repeated.

6 Sampling Specifies how sampling and/or analysis are used to derive the reported 
observation or how a specimen is collected.

7 Data processing and reporting Specifies how raw data are transferred into the observed variable and reported 
to the users.

8 Data quality Specifies the data quality and traceability of the observation.

9 Ownership and data policy Specifies who is responsible for the observation and owns it.

10 Contact Specifies where information about the observation or dataset can be obtained.



File formats

● Always choose open file formats
○ Remember that data are to be handled in a 50-100 year perspective

● Use self-describing formats
○ You will not be around to answer questions forever 
○ Well accepted way of archiving and disseminating scientific data.
○ Information describing the data contents of the file are embedded within the data file itself

● NetCDF – Network Common Data Form
○ Widely used by agencies (NASA and NOAA)
○ Climate and forecast (CF) metadata conventions help standardize some things into 

NetCDF in a common manner.



On spreadsheets

● Spreadsheet for computer readability and computability
○ Extra information is often lost in translation

● Avoid extra formatting
○ Merged cells, bold/italic, colors
○ Anything that has to do with visual formatting is not computer-readable.

● Aim at one table (one row for variables, the other for data points)
○ This helps computing the data 
○ While a human can see the layout and interpret the tables as separate, the computer doesn’t 

have eyes and won’t understand that these are separate
○ Get rid of extra information (graphs/figures)



Values of standardization - bring home message

● Make people understand and use your data
○ Find a common language and/or translation between them
○ Support broader sharing
○ Increase discoverability/reusability

● Support multidisciplinary research
○ Interoperability (discovery/data level)

● Reduce costs
○ Reuse supported standards, no maintenance
○ Free tools to analyze and visualize for standardized data

● Support preservation
● Meet FAIR principle 
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Resources

● https://commons.esipfed.org/
● https://dmtclearinghouse.esipfed.org/browse
● DataONE Education: https://dataoneorg.github.io/Education/
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r29LTAR1-vg
● https://ecorepsci.github.io/reproducible-science/spreadsheets.html

https://commons.esipfed.org/
https://dmtclearinghouse.esipfed.org/browse
https://dataoneorg.github.io/Education/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r29LTAR1-vg
https://ecorepsci.github.io/reproducible-science/spreadsheets.html

